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Shared workspace combines
office amenities with coffee
By Robert Janelle

‘‘I

environment of a coffee shop brings
Mr. Graham to the 246 Queen St. location, above the Green Papaya Thai
food restaurant.
The work space will take up
two floors (the second and fourth)
of the old building. The fourth
floor will be private office space
for small teams while the second
floor will be the true collaborative
workspace.

feel like I’m living in one
of those home renovation
shows,” says Ottawa consultant Ian Graham as he paces out the
sparse interior of what used to be the
Afghan embassy.
The empty rooms and torn up floors
don’t look like much now but soon the
place will be humming with laptops,
discussions and fooseball matches, home of
The Code Factory,
Ottawa’s first co-working space.
A co-working space
is designed to provide
freelancers and companies of small teams
a place to gather and
focus on work, while
sharing the rent to keep
expenses down, similar A passing beer truck is reflected in the clear glass
to artists sharing studio door of The Code Factory, Ian Graham, Prop.
space.
The Code Factory was inspired by
The second floor will house three
the high energy Mr. Graham noticed private meeting rooms separated by gafrom attending DemoCamp events, rage doors along with the co-working
where the tech community gathers to area filled with bar-height work tables,
show off the latest projects. Equally mobile round tables for discussions and
instructive were the many coffee shops a coffee bar.
catering to people bringing in their lap“Ideas percolate on the second floor
tops in search of a quiet place to work.
then move up (to the fourth floor),”
While the laid-back atmosphere of says Mr. Graham, continuing the coffee
a cafe is has its appeal, there are down- shop comparison.
sides. The clanging of cups and dishes,
The final touch on the second
the lack privacy for meetings and the floor is the laid-back feeling is the
fact that it’s still not a real work place lounge area, which will feature
with amenities like printers and fax couches and a fooseball table. The
machines.
lounge also doubles as a reception
“Wouldn’t it be cool to have a place area for venture capitalists and
like that where everyone is working,” others who’ll be visiting the work
saks Mr. Graham?
groups operating out of The Code
Combining the start-up excite- Factory.
More, see Shared workspace, page 4
ment of DemoCamp with the work
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Here a robot, there a robot
By James Bowen

A

stream of robotics talent is
pooling near the Ottawa and
Rideau rivers, trickling from
high schools to colleges and universities, and wending its way to the private
sector, all the while filling hobbyist
forums along the way. For many, it
begins in grades seven and eight when
students learn the basics of robotics and
enter their first extramural contest.
The IEEE Ottawa Robotics Competition, sponsored by the Ottawa
chapter of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, challenges kids to design and build an autonomous robot in just 10 weeks. Using a
Lego Mindstorms standard robot kit,
they must build a robot that can meet
the objectives outlined by organizers.
In the 2007 competition, entrants were
required to find nine curling rocks scattered over a gaming surface and place
them in their opponent’s “house,”
consisting of three concentric circles
similar to those on a curling sheet. The
winner was the first team to complete
the task.
This year’s competition (May 4th at
University of Ottawa’s SITE building) should attract entrants from 10-15
schools. In order to get the participant’s
creative juices flowing, each spring the
university offers its Mini-Enrichment
Course in Robotics for kids in grades
seven and eight. The one-week, bilingual course includes lectures on robotic
actuators and locomotion, as well as
hands-on lab experience with programmable robot arms and mobile robots.
The course and competition are
directed by uOttawa alum Dr. Rami
Abielmona, the thread linking the university, the IEEE competition and local sensor networking company Larus
Technologies Corp, where he serves
as VP of research and engineering.

“Kids love to be able to go from
Robotics has been described as the
imagination to robot creation in six intelligent connection of perception to
hours at the workshops of the compe- action. Actuators provide action, comtition,” enthuses Dr. Abielmona. “Par- puters supply intelligence, and sensors
ents love the fact
provide
perception.
It
is
also
the
that what they learn
What they learn
science of building
sets them up for any
sets them up for any robots and their
of the university encomponent
sysgineering degrees,
of the university
tems. Made from
from mechanical to
engineering degrees, hardware, softelectrical to computer to software
from mechanical to ware, mechanical
parts and electronengineering.” He
electrical to computer ics, autonomous
notes that a number
of the IEEE partici- to software engineering. robots, acting independently of hupants that have gone
mans, analyze senon to earn engineering degrees in university have cited the sory input to make decisions based on
competition and enrichment courses as onboard, software-based logic. They
have come a long way in recent years.
reasons for their choice of study.
Still, today’s robots are a far cry from
Arnold Schwarzenneger’s unstoppable T-800 in the apocalyptic Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines.
Ottawa high school students can
get a glimpse of robotics technology
through basic computer engineering
classes in grade nine, before focusing on robotics-specific courses at
the grade 11 and 12 levels. Richard
Young teaches his students at Sir Wilfred Laurier High School to “imagine” and create robots. He has helped
More, see Robotics, page 4

NANCY CLARK on Page 8 writes about how you can take control of your
own performance review. DENZIL DOYLE explains on Page 2 how it is that
Canada sells product in India but it doesn’t show up in the trade stats. Our
blogscanner BOB JANELLE, Page 4, discovers a blogging trio that is focusing
on local startups. ANDREW WAITMAN explains why venture capitalists
yearn for black swans while most of the time just grinding it out.
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It’s harder to get to India
when you start from here

company is usually left as a standalone
company because the U.S.
market is big enough
to warrant it. When
the Canadian company does decide to
Denzil Doyle
go after the Indian market it will probably do so by
using the U.S. subsidiary because it
likely already has a suite of products
recent Globe and Mail article and services that is selling in India.
(March 5th, 2008) was critical
What is happening is that Canadian
of Canadian companies for not products and services are getting to India
being aggressive enough about doing but they are not being counted in our trade
business in India. It made frequent statistics. Also, since they are getting there
reference to a report by the Canadian through what are effectively U.S. sales
Chamber of Commerce that points out agents, they are not being sold with the
that Canada’s exports to India are less same sort of enthusiasm as if they were
than one percent of our total exports being sold directly. Very often the U.S.
and our investment in that country is sales force has a competing product in its
less than one percent of our direct for- bag of tricks. The U.S. market will take
eign investment. It praised companies priority over the Indian market for a long
like Bombardier in transit vehicles, time after a typical takeover. It is interestSNC Lavalin in
ing to note that the
roads and energy,
companies that were
It is unfair for our
Magna in auto parts,
praised for their presand Sun Life in Injournalists and
ence in India were
surance for having
mulpoliticians to scold Canadian-based
made the effort to
tinationals that somebuild a presence in
Canadian business how have avoided
India. However, the
being taken over by
people for being
article demonstrated
U.S. companies along
parochial. They
a poor understandthe way.
ing of how CanadiIt is unfair for our
would be better
an industry works,
journalists and politiadvised to take the cians to scold Canaparticularly that
segment of it that is
time to understand dian business people
dominated by small
for being parochial.
the relationship
and medium enterThey would be better
prises (SMEs).
between ownership advised to take the
Most of Canada’s
time to understand
and trade and how the relationship beexports go to the
United States and
it is being affected tween ownership and
they come from
trade and how it is
by the forces of
companies that are
being affected by the
subsidiaries of U.S.
forces of globalizaglobalization
companies.
The
tion. So long as our
mistake that the aumanufacturing facilithors of such articles make is that they ties are mostly U.S owned our trade to
assume that those subsidiaries actually the U.S. will look good and our trade to
have mandates to sell their products and India will look bad. They will find that
services to India and to make invest- similar forces are at play when it comes
ments there. Using the high-tech indus- to making foreign investments. Branch
try as an example, what happens when plants typically do not have mandates
a Canadian company is taken over by to make investments in India.
a U.S. company is that the mandate of
Guru in one guise, angel in another,
the acquired company is reduced to the Denzil Doyle is a member of the Order
supply of a particular product or service of Canada, a professional engineer,
to the parent company and the parent founder and former CEO of Digital
company either consumes the product Equipment Corp. in Canada, company
or service directly (e.g. the development director, mentor, consultant, investor
of software) or it takes responsibility and author of the best-selling ‘Making
for distributing it to places like India Technology Happen’. He can be reached
through its world wide distribution and at ddoyle@doyletechcorp.com.
support network. While Canada is the
country of origin, the product or service
national capital SCAN
does not show up on our trade statistics
as an export to India.
is printed on
One might ask the question: “Does
recycled
it not all even itself out since many
Canadian companies have U.S. subnewsprint
sidiaries? Are they not passing their
sales to India through the books of
their Canadian parents?” The answer
to both those questions is No but the
reasons are very complex.
The main reason for a Canadian
company buying a U.S. company is to
access the U.S. market and the acquired

Loud and Clear

A
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NEWS AND NOTES FOR THE RECORD
giant says it is introducing its new

US expansion

Ottawa-based consulting and training
company Capital Technology Partners opens CT Partners USA, located
in Chicago, the firm’s first office in
the US. A member of Oracle’s partner
network, Capital Technology helps
improve its clients’ operations by implementing Oracle applications. “Our
exclusive focus on [Oracle] CRM and
BI software implementation and training is the secret to our success,” says
Jeff Telford, co-CEO. “We’re confident that CT Partners USA will fill a
market need by expanding our service
offerings to the US.” The new office
will be led by Daniel Eybergen, who
was previously a principal and leader
for Oracle BI solutions at Deloitte
Consulting LLP in Chicago.

Due diligence done

Ottawa-based wastewater treatment
systems maker Clearford Industries
Inc. completes due diligence preliminary to its planned $22-million buy of
an unspecified concrete manufacturer
headquartered in Ontario. Clearford
has formed a committee of its board
members to review the terms of the
deal, and expects to sign a definitive
purchase agreement for all shares of
the vendor’s company by April 15.
“The addition of the vendor’s business
to Clearford’s concrete division builds
on Clearford’s strategy of consolidation of the wet cast segment of the precast concrete market through acquisition,” says the company. Clearford,
which made a conditional offer for the
business last November, is currently
putting together financing for the acquisition, before seeking shareholder
and board approval.

Microsoft integration

N-able Technologies signs an agreement with Microsoft that will see the
Ottawa company integrate its remote
monitoring and management platform
with Microsoft’s IT systems management software products. The two companies will work to create interoperability between N-able’s N-central
6.5 and Microsoft’s System Center
Essentials 2007 for medium-sized
businesses, and to provide N-able’s
channel partners with technical, sales
and marketing training.

New tech from
Ottawa labs

Nortel is launching new optical technology, developed at its Ottawa research labs, which will quadruple
network capacity today and allow
it to grow by tenfold tomorrow, according to the company. The telecom

who succeeds outgoing chief executive Jonathan Adair. Mr. Adair will
stay with the company as chief operating officer. Distil previously tapped
GrowthWorks for $2.9 million in Series-A funding.

Raises $6 million

Tracers for racers

Social networking site Rimrocked, a new venture by Ottawa-based wireless
GPS systems maker Guardian Mobility, provides its GPS tracking device
to the famed Cain’s Quest snowmobile race, held March 9-14 in Labrador.
The company says its Tracer 3P was used to track the participants over
some 1,200 miles in “the toughest and longest snowmobile endurance race
in North America.” All of Cain’s Quest’s 28 racers were outfitted with the
device, which fed race information via satellite to rimrocked.com where the
racers’ progress was followed by site visitors. “This event really illustrates
the value and power of our technology,” says Amit Nandi, co-founder and
GM of Rimrocked. “The race takes participants through some of the most
remote wilderness areas of Canada and yet with Rimrocked and the Internet,
fans are able follow the teams every kilometre of the way.” Rimrocked is
used by travelers to post photos, video and descriptions of their personal
journeys. They can also use Rimrocked’s Tracer 3P unit to post map points
of their travels on the site in near real time.
40G/100G Adaptive Optical Engine,
which is being hailed as the first optical technology that can deliver network speeds of both 40 gigabits and
100 gigabits per second – a significant
increase over the current top speed of
10 gigabits per second. The new technology also allows network providers
to use plug-and-play components to
accommodate the higher speeds, instead of having to install new cables.
“With Nortel’s new 40G/100G optical
technology, carriers can now increase
network bandwidth simply and economically,” states Phillippe Morin,
president of Nortel’s metro ethernet
networks division. “Our 40G/100G
Adaptive Optical Engine technology
not only increases network capacity to
accommodate the looming bandwidth
demands, but is the only one that leverages the carriers’ existing network
investment to provide the most costeffective optical solution.”

Product launched

Software development solutions
start-up Protecode Inc. debuts its
first product, a tool that identifies
code going into new software. The
Ottawa-based company’s “protecoding” technology is a continuous
process that resolves IP ownership
uncertainties by creating IP pedigree
logs for software developers using
open-source code. Protecode says its
plug-in product is the world’s first
automated preventive IP management
solution which records the origins
and licensing information of external content that makes its way into a
given software project.

Partnering

Ottawa’s QNX Software Systems and
Hanover, Germany-based Nav N Go
enter into a partnership to create 3D
navigation systems covering more than
70 countries. The project will see Nav
N Go’s GO8 GPS navigation software
integrated with QNX’s embedded operating system to provide enhanced
capabilities for personal navigation
devices, including an option to blend
Flash content with Nav N Go’s software. “This partnership is very ideal
as QNX has more than 25 years’ experience with ultra-critical devices in
the automotive sector that need to be
up and running reliably and Nav N
Go delivers an industry-leading 3D
navigation software,” says Andrew
Poliak, QNX’s automotive business
development manager.

New funding, CEO

Distil Interactive Ltd. secures $1.5
million in the opening phase of its second round of venture funding. The Ottawa-based video-game business training products maker says it has secured
the preliminary portion of a Series-B
round from GrowthWorks Canadian
Fund in the form of a convertible debenture. “We are very pleased to have
GrowthWorks Canadian Fund lead
the follow-on round which will drive
our commercialization efforts in the
standards and certification, E-learning
and knowledge management markets,”
says new CEO Robert Thompson,

Chipmaker Sidense Corp. secures
$6 million in VC funding to broaden
sales and marketing and help grow
revenue Investors include Israel’s
Vertex Venture Capital and Waterloo-based Tech Capital Partners, as
well as new investors NTT Finance
Corp. of Japan and Toronto’s Trellis
Capital. “With limited marketing
efforts to date, Sidense has generated
strong sales of its logic non-volatile
memory products,” says CEO Xerxes
Wania. “Several of our customers
are currently in production using our
memory intellectual property and
now is the ideal time to globally promote our technology and products
to future customers.” This is only
the second reported funding round
for Sidense, whose memory design
blocks are used in semiconductors
found in products like mobile phones
and satellite radios.

BC lab launched

Thermal Energy International
opens a test and demonstration facility for its biomass- low-temperature
drying DRY-REX system in British
Columbia. The industrial energy and
emissions reduction systems maker
established the Chilliwack facility to
conduct research into various sources
of biomass for making biofuels and to
demonstrate the technology to potential customers. “With all fossil fuels
increasing in price at the same time as
demand grows for eco-friendly alternatives, more and more manufacturers
and producers are realizing their waste
has the potential to become valuable
biofuels,” says CEO Tim Angus. “Our
new lab provides a cost-effective way
for them to determine the viability
of converting their biomass for this
use or as a secondary commercial
product.”
The facility, which will determine
the value of various materials as a
fuel source by measuring their moisture content before and after drying,
has already signed its first contract
with an Italian company to test grape
and orange pressings. Several North

American businesses have also shown
interest in the process, including ethanol producers who are looking at ways
to dry their distillers’ grain into livestock feed.

Mexican move

Ottawa-based optical transport systems provider Optelian establishes
operations in Mexico. Focusing initially on sales, customer service and
technical support for the Mexican
market, the Mexico City office will
also serve as headquarters for other
Latin American markets. The venture
is being undertaken with assistance
from Export Development Canada,
which is providing Optelian with
market expertise and a global ARI
(accounts receivable insurance) solution. “Optelian has achieved success
by being close to our customers to
ensure we understand and meet their
needs. Our decision to establish incountry operations in Mexico is a
continuation of our customer focus
philosophy that has been successful
for us in the rest of North America. We
look forward to a long and successful business in Mexico,” says Mike
Perry, president. Established in 2002,
Optelian provides optical transport
solutions for service provider and
enterprise networks. The company
has central offices in the US and UK,
and maintains corporate headquarters,
marketing and R&D operations on
Baxter Rd.

Reseller agreement

Security authentication provider
CryptoCard engages San Franciscobased equipment reseller Variable
Path to integrate and resell its twofactor authentication technology. As
a member of CryptoCard’s partner
program, the California company partner will offer CryptoCard’s product to
its customers in the Bay Area, which
include large and medium-sized organizations such as AAA and the San
Francisco Police Department. The
Ottawa-based company’s authentication solution positively identifies individuals before allowing them access to
applications, data and networks.
More, see Nuggets, page 5
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Robotics ...from page 1

program a world of autonomous be- the US can involve thousands of dollars,
ings, with strange bug-like sensor and this is compounded when the robotantennas and stripped down bodies. ics students need to use machine shops
From the fundamentals of robotics, at other institutions,” he says. Currently,
such as ohms, sensors, binary code, Mr. Seniuk and his students must travel to
to burning code onto microcomputers, uOttawa or Algonquin College to get the
Mr. Young’s class puts principles into space and equipment they need to make
action as they build their own autono- and test their robots, limiting what they
mous machines using parts found in can accomplish during the school year.
electronics or computer stores. This Mr. Seniuk aims to take his students to
“cobbled-together” approach is com- the FIRST Robotics Canada competimon in classrooms around the capital. tion where 41 regional competitions run
At Colonel By Secondary School, from February to April at the Ontario
teacher Geoff McCulloch and his stu- Science Center. FIRST (For Inspiration
dents power their creations with mo- and Recognition of Science and Technoltors cannibalized from drills bought at ogy) is an international organization that
the hardware store.
holds robotics competitions for both elAccording to Mr. Young, “The stu- ementary and high school students. The
dents come for the projects and stay to FIRST Robotics Competition challenges
understand what’s inside chips, how a teams of students and their mentors to
logic gate works. They learn about things solve a common problem, such as stackthat they thought were outside their ing boxes, in a six-week timeframe using
reach… They can understand their iPod a standard kit of parts. Like Mr. Young,
or a spec sheet!” His students’ robots Mr. Seniuk has seen many of his students Robo-car built by Richard Young’s 2007 grade 11 class at Sir Wilfred Laurier.
have to be able to complete deceptively go on to university and college programs
Communications Research Centre our schools and sponsorship for comsimple tasks, such as following a black in engineering.
Neptec and Larus Technologies.
petitions, if Ottawa’s robots and their
line on a white surface. Easy for humans;
After high school, Ottawa-area stuProfessor Petriu’s current projects builders are to see further and take the
not so for robots with only a relatively dents can enrol in Algonquin College’s
include using tactile optical sensors for next step.
small amount of code. “The students get two-year robotics program, or study
underwater exploration. “Optical sento see knowledge of electronics, program- under internationally renowned space
sors have had their day in the sun,” he
ming and so on come together with cool robotics expert Alex Ellery, professor
says. “Now it’s time for them
results,” says Mr. Young, adding
to help robots ‘feel’ their way
that on field trips to local firm
While the space is set to be ready later
This
year’s
competition
through the dark depths.” He
Neptec, an integrator of machine
this
month, it has taken almost a year to
th
is also using robots to monitor
vision systems for space applica- (May 4 at University of Ottawa’s
hazardous environments such get to this point. First there was discussion
tions, his young charges see such
SiTe building) should attract
as areas containing radioactive to make sure the idea was viable, followed
results profitably applied in the
by public consultations to find out just
material.
entrants from 10-15 schools.
private sector. He takes satisfacLocal robotics diehards what potential tenants wanted. “The first
tion in knowing that a number
meet at the Ottawa Robot- thing that came up was people wanting
of his students have gone on to earn a of engineering, Carleton University.
ics Enthusiasts Club. ORE is behind meeting space,” says Mr. Graham. “And
degree in computer engineering. “Some
Emil Petriu, a professor of eleclocal events such as Robomagellan, a people wanted to pay by the day.”
of my former students report back to me trical engineering and research chair
An initial pricing structure for The
competition where robots, guided by
that first year engineering at university is at uOttawa’s School of Information
GPS and onboard “vision” systems, Code Factory will offer half-day passeasy,” he says happily, knowing that his Technology and Engineering, has been
traverse varied indoor and outdoor es for $12 and $20 gets access to the
program has given them a leg up in realm teaching robotics for more than 20
terrain while navigating obstacles and space for a full day. Mr. Graham says
of higher learning.
years. His work has won grants from
completing assigned tasks. Such tasks monthly rental should be in the region
A veteran of robotics competitions, the Canadian Space Agency, which
include finding and extinguishing a of $300.
Richard Seniuk is a teacher at Glebe he has helped with robotic tasks such
Consultations were the easy part.
lit candle in a model home with four
Collegiate Institute. His students as docking the shuttle at the Internarooms, or following a winding black The hard part for Mr. Graham, a 15have an impressive record of a dozen tional Space Station. Since his first
year veteran of Ottawa’s tech-sector,
line on a flat surface.
wins over the last 10 years, includ- master’s grad – who completed his
Though robots bearing even a re- was securing a location.
ing Best Innovative Design and “Best thesis in 1988 – went on to Sun MiThere was the initial hunt, scouting
mote resemblance to SchwarzennegDressed” robot. While pleased with crosystems in California, a number of
er’s T-800 are only a hazy dream, the for an ideal workplace. The criteria
the accomplishments of his and other Professor Petriu’s students have found
“rise of the machines” is here, pro- were there had to be easy access to
robotics programs in Ottawa schools, employment with prominent compapelled on mechanical legs and guided public transit, decent amenities but
he laments that limited access to lab nies and organizations worldwide.
by optical “eyes” designed by Ottawa most of all, says Mr. Graham, “it had
space and funding handicaps them be- Many have remained in the capital,
students, teachers, engineers and hob- to be a funky building.”
yond local competitions.
taking jobs with local links such as the
Finding the space was then followed
byists. It’s a good beginning. What’s
“Entering a competition in Toronto or Department of National Defence,
needed now is more mentorship in by negotiations. He first tried to handle

James Bowen, PhD, PMP, CMC is
an Ottawa technology entrepreneur
and adjunct professor at uOttawa’s
Telfer School of Management.
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Network Services.
Obviously Better.

Clarke La Prairie
PrairieFyre Software
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We were shipping around 80 to 100
Software Packages per month and
needed terabits to download.
Telecom Ottawa allowed us to
deliver virtually around the world.
When people ask us what we
think about Telecom Ottawa,
we really don’t, because it
just works.

negotiations for a location on his own
but lost the building to a non-profit
organization. The second time around,
he says he hired to a real-estate agent
to get the job done.
But for Mr. Graham, it’s all about
the learning experience. Beginning
his career in research and design after
completing studies in electronics at
Algonquin College, he was later lured
over to the customer service side and
headed to uOttawa to obtain an MBA.
At present, he’s running his own
marketing and consulting firm, Klondike Consulting, which will soon be
moving its base of operations to the
Queen Street location.
Now it’s just a matter of setting up
the Wi-Fi network, bringing in tables,
projection screens, photocopiers, printers and of course, people. According to
Mr. Graham, there’s already been a fair
amount of interest from referrals and
even unsolicited e-mails.
“Everyday I meet a new start-up,”
he says. “They just need a place to
work.”

orbits

nuggets

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE IN OTTAWA’S HIGH TECH COMMUNITY

Christine Doyle

joins telecom consulting firm The Attain Group Inc. as senior manager,
real estate services.
In her new role with
the company’s centre of expertise, she
will provide real
estate owners and
managers with telecommunication infrastructure services
for their properties and tenants. Ms.
Doyle has more than 15 years of experience in real estate, as a property
manager in both Montreal and Ottawa.
She holds a BA from University of
Western Ontario, a certificate in business management from McGill and an
RPA (real property administrator) designation from BOMI. She is an active
member in BOMA Ottawa, participating on the education committee, and a
past member of its board.

Brian O’Higgins,

chief technology officer at Third
Brigade, is named to the High-Level
Experts Group for
the Global Cybersecurity Agenda of the
UN’s International
Telecommunications Union (ITU)
based in Geneva,
Switzerland. Ottawa-based Third Brigade, a security software company
specializing in host intrusion detection and prevention systems, says Mr
O’Higgins was appointed by Minister
of Industry Jim Prentice as one of
two Canadian members of the HLEG.
ITU’s Global Cybersecurity Agenda is
an international initiative examining
ways to enhance confidence and security in the information community. The
HLEG will comprise experts from governments, industry, organizations, research institutes and universities from
around the world. A founding executive of Third Brigade, Mr. O’Higgins
has over 20 years experience in the
information security industry. He was
formerly CTO of Ottawa’s Entrust,
a leading Internet security company
he helped spin out of Nortel’s secure

networks group, which he established
in 1993. He is a recognized speaker
on IT and Internet security and is an
advisor to Defence R&D Canada,
Information Technology Association
of Canada, Communications and
Information Technology Ontario and
the Armed Forces Communications
and Electronics Association.

Dr. James Lipman

joins Sidense Corp. as director of marketing, and will work from his home
office in California.
Previously, he was
VP of client services
at Cain Communications, which
develops and implements communication and marketing
services programs
for high tech companies. His background also includes editorial positions at TechOnLine and at EDN
Magazine. Prior to EDN he worked
at VLSI Technology in various training, marketing and public relations
roles; Hewlett-Packard in IC development and chip-design training; and at
Texas Instruments in radiation-effects
analysis and digital-chip design. Dr.
Lipman received his BSEE and MSEE
degrees from Carnegie-Mellon University in Pittsburgh and his doctorate
in electrical engineering from Southern Methodist University in Dallas.
He also has an MBA from Golden
Gate University in San Francisco. Dr.
Lipman has held various chairperson,
technical program and organizing committee positions at several semiconductor conferences and is a past board
member of Wescon. When not glued
to his laptop, he spends his time as a
board member of the Art Deco Society
of California, dancing with his lovely
wife Gayle, and enjoying wine tasting
at the many wineries around his Livermore, California home.

Sandra Matthews

joins financial software maker Recognia as director of customer support and
administration. Ms. Matthews spent
the past 13 years promoting Ottawa

tech companies to the
world while working
at the Ottawa Economic Development
Corporation and
its successor after a
merger, Ottawa Centre for Research and
Innovation. She ended her time with
OCRI as manager of business development for global marketing. Ms. Matthews has an extensive background
in the public sector, having worked
at DFAIT, Industry Canada and the
Ministry of Economic Development
and Trade. She is past chair of the
communications committee for the Ottawa chapter of Habitat for Humanity
and continues to volunteer with that organization. She is “moderately fanatical” about fitness, especially cycling.
She also sings in two choral groups.
Ms Matthews has a bachelor’s degree
in political science from Carleton.

Ian Ross

is appointed to the board of directors of
wastewater treatment systems manufacturer Clearford Industries Inc. Mr. Ross
is currently a director
at PetValu Inc., Menu
Foods Income Fund,
Ontario Power Generation and Comcare
Canada Limited. He
has a bachelor of arts
degree from the University of Western Ontario, and a bachelor of laws
degree from University of Toronto.

Carl Smith

is named CFO at Espial Group Inc.,
succeeding Bob Daly who took on
the CFO role to help
complete the company’s IPO last year.
Mr. Smith, a chartered accountant, has
more than 15 years
experience in finance
and executive leadership at public and
private high tech companies. Most recently, he was CFO of Nuvo Network
Management, which was recently

acquired by Texas-based Versata Enterprises Inc. Prior to that he was CFO
at OZ Optics and held senior finance
positions at JetForm Corporation.

Thermal Energy

names Oliver Toffoli as chief operating officer, succeeding Denis Forget
who becomes director of project development and VP of strategic business development. Mr Toffoli will
also continue to act as in CFO, responsible for all administration and financial activities. He previously held
executive and senior management
positions with commercial developers and major construction companies
including The Matthews Group, The
Foundation Company of Canada
and Dufferin Construction Co. Mr.
Forget joined Thermal Energy in February 2005, after 12 years with Johnson Controls where, as lead project
development engineer, Canada, his
responsibilities included developing
customer solutions.

Robert Thompson

is named Distil Interactive’s new
CEO, succeeding Jonathan Adair
who will remain with
the company as chief
o p e r a t i n g o ff i c e r.
Mr. Thompson has
over 15 years of experience in the tech
i n d u s t r y, h o l d i n g
marketing and management positions in Canada, US
and Europe. Formerly chairman and
CEO of QueryObject Systems, he
was also VP of marketing at Sand
Technology, European marketing
director for Cognos, and part of the
start-up team at Paraccel Inc. Prior
to entering the technology industry,
Mr. Thompson was partner in an advertising agency based in Ottawa and
Toronto, a video and film producer in
Montreal and Ottawa, and a management training consultant. He has a
degree in Radio and Television Arts
from Ryerson University. An Ottawa native, Mr. Thompson returned
to the capital in late 2006 after 16
years in other markets.

$102,000 raised

RAMTelecom Inc. raises $102,000
in a private placement to support
new network solutions for customers. The deal saw CEO Ralph
Misener selling 510,000 common
shares to finance the purchase of
510,000 share units valued at 20
cents. Mr. Misener says the satellite services provider will explore
another private placement later in
the year, when it plans to upgrade its
Canadian satellite gateway.

UK foundry sold

Zarlink Semiconductor unloads its
money-losing analog chip foundry
in Swindon, England to MHS Electronics UK, a subsidiary of MHS
Industries Group of France. Under terms of the deal, Zarlink will
hand over the plant and its 120 employees to MHS Electronics for one
euro. It will also contribute 2 million euros towards plant restructuring costs. In addition, the two firms
have signed a three-year agreement
to ensure continuing wafer supply to
Zarlink, which has advanced MHS
Electronics US$3.9 million for approximately nine months of orders.
“This transaction will benefit Zarlink
and its shareholders, while the analog
foundry employees will prosper as
part of a pure-play semiconductor
foundry,” says Kirk Mandy, president and CEO. “Zarlink can now
focus our resources solely on growth
initiatives in the wired communications, optoelectronics and medical
markets. Management and the board
of directors will continue to review
all aspects of our business, and where
appropriate take the strategic steps
necessary to position ourselves for
success in these markets.” Zarlink
will take a $13-million hit on the
sale, but expects to add about five US
cents a share to fiscal 2009 earnings,
largely by eliminating losses incurred
by the foundry in fiscal 2008.
More, see Nuggets, page 8
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Three mouseketeers confine nuggets
their blogging to local scene
managed to score funding (and how
much) and who’s founding
what new company.
But along with announcing new companies, the crew also
Robert Janelle
takes some time to promote the local start-up scene.
Ottawa frequently gets criticized for
lacking the vibrant startup scene of citne of the neat things about ies like Toronto, but the gang behind
blogs is their ability to effec- Startup Ottawa do their bit in bringing
tively create an online publica- together the community.
For example, Mr. Lake, along with
tion that zooms in on a really narrow
topic. Without the massive overhead marketing consultants Ian Graham
of starting a magazine on the same and Peter Childs and bOKnow CEO
topic, it’s possible to run a blog that is Aydin Mirzaee administer the Ottawa
focused entirely on pizza in one neigh- Startup Community Facebook group,
bourhood of a city, a blog dedicated which has just over 140 members.
More directly integrated with the
to a single type of shoe or even a blog
Startup Ottawa blog is the recent addiabout garbage in New York.
tion of syndicating
Or in the case of
micro-blog
a group of local enCompared to larger Twitter
posts (tweets) from
trepreneurs, a blog
technology blogs,
members of the
that focuses entirely on the Ottawa which often highlight local startup community. As of this
start-up scene.
the cut-throat nature writing, 20 people
Since September
have their musings
2007, Scott Lake,
of the business in
popping up in the
Luc
Levesque
bigger cities with
site’s sidebar.
and Scott Annan
From an observhave been writing
bigger companies,
er’s perspective,
Start-Up Ottawa,
reading Startup
the work the group
writing about the
of bloggers put
latest technology
Ottawa provides a
into promoting the
ventures in the city,
unique insight into scene can almost
tech
gatherings
and occasionally
the rallying together seem surreal.
Compared
to
going off topic to
that goes on in a
larger technology
post things like Mr.
blogs, which often
Lake’s
winning
smaller scene.
highlight the cutentry in a diorama
throat nature of the
competition.
But what most makes Startup Ot- business in bigger cities with bigger
tawa interesting is that all three writers companies, reading Startup Ottawa
have more than their share of experi- provides a unique insight into the ralence running businesses in the Na- lying together that goes on in a smaller
scene. And that’s really something that
tional Capital.
Mr. Lake is a founding partner of companies should take note of. Given
jaded pixel, makers of popular online the importance of social media and
shopping content management system networking in today’s businesses, the
Shopify. Mr. Levesque runs Travel- trash talk and winner-take-all attitudes
Pod, a large network of travel blogs look almost obsolete and some cases
and Mr. Annan is the CEO and co- embarrassing.
But observing the blogging and
founder of Mercury Grove, a company that makes web collaboration startup up scene in this city shows off
how much more productive the rallysoftware.
There’s a decent amount of blog- ing attitude can be.
Bob Janelle is a freelance journalging experience within the group as
well. Mr. Lake maintains Techno- ist who has plied his trade at the Citilogica, Mr. Annan writes the corpo- zen and Kingston’s Whig-Standard.
rate blog for Mercury Grove and Mr. A bilingual grad of Algonquin’s JLevesque, well, he has a whole net- School, where he won awards for both
writing and photography, he is a selfwork of blogs.
What happens when three people confessed video game addict.
who are used to blogging about their
own companies get together to write
the same blog?
Well, you get a slightly different
view of the local tech scene. First of
all, the focus is very local, covering
start-ups in Ottawa and not worrying
much about what’s happening in San
Francisco or Palo Alto, California.
Second, rather than looking at what
companies are producing and giving
it a thumbs-up or thumbs-down like
many other technology, the Startup
Ottawa team writes more about who

Blogscanning

O

Quiznos bites

Halogen Software’s employee performance management software is chosen
by fast-food restaurant chain Quiznos for its Denver headquarters. The
sandwich maker says it is replacing
its manual employee review process
with the Ottawa company’s eAppraisal
software to streamline the process and
“drive more value out of our employee
performance management.”

Round 13

Sustainable Development Technology Canada (SDTC) continues to
seek statements of interest from applicants looking for a piece of its more
than $500 million SD Tech Fund.
SDTC’s thirteenth round of funding is
open to those seeking financial support for late-stage development and
pre-commercial clean technologies in
the areas of clean water, clean soil,
clean air, and a reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions. Technologies designed
to deal with more than one of these
environmental issues will be shown
preference. “We believe Canada can be
a leader in the growing clean technology
market and we are strongly encouraging
anyone with innovative technological
solutions to apply to SDTC so they
can move their ideas forward,” says
Vicky J. Sharpe, president and CEO
of SDTC. “SDTC’s work goes beyond
funding. We help technology developers strengthen their entrepreneurial
skills and establish connections with

financers and other companies so they
can pursue success in the marketplace
after their projects are completed.”
A not-for-profit corporation established
by the Government of Canada, SDTC
has to date allocated $300 million to 133
clean technology projects. The closing
date for submissions is April 23, 2008.

No. 1, again

BelAir Networks is named by the
Dell’Oro Group as worldwide wireless mesh market leader for both revenue and mesh units and radios shipped
in Q4 2007. This marks the second
consecutive quarter that the Ottawa
company has been recognized by the
network and telecom market researcher as the market leader based on
revenue. BelAir has seen consistent
quarter over quarter growth since it
began reporting in Q1 2006.

Texas partner

Mitel signs Coppel, Texas-based
Shared Technologies to its channel
program as hospitality specialist partner. The agreement will see Shared
Technologies offer the Ottawa company’s unified communication solutions
to the hospitality sector across the US,
while its support professionals will
receive training in customer care as
well as marketing support and sales
incentives to accelerate sales of Mitel
products and services. “We are proud

to count Shared Technologies among
Mitel’s more than 800 US channel partners,” says David Johnson, Mitel’s VP
of hospitality sales. “Shared has built
a formidable presence in the market
since its creation more than 30 years
ago. That and its continued success in
the hospitality sector has been in lock
step with a reputation for unparalleled
customer service that is a common
thread shared by our two organizations.” Serving forty-eight markets
in the US, Shared Technologies will
provide hospitality sector customers
with Mitel products such as IP phones
and applications that allow hotels to
personalize services and features based
on guests’ profiles and preferences.

Four wins

IT consulting and staffing firm Veritaaq
wins four new contracts with the federal government, resulting in some 50
new positions in the company’s Ottawa
operations, according to the company.
“These four separate awards are an indication of the expertise Veritaaq brings
to professional IT consulting with the
Government of Canada,” says Paul
Genier, president and CEO of Vertiaaq. “These contracts are valued at approximately $7.5 million, and show that
Veritaaq has the confidence of government IT managers and the knowledge
and breadth of experience to meet the
IT needs of large federal government
departments.” Established in 1983 and
headquartered in Ottawa, Veritaaq has
thrice been named one of Canada’s 50
Best-Managed Companies.
More, see Nuggets, page 8
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Ways you can make or break
your own performance review

results are directly linked to compensa- common that goals established at the
tion and they can also deter- last review change over time. New
mine promotions.
goals may be added and earlier ones
While there’s rea- abandoned. If it happens, bring it up
son enough to be rid at review and get agreement on the
of the annual review, changes.
Nancy Clark
those companies that
Get yourself mentally ready for the
have eliminated the process discussion. Expect to hear criticism or
altogether have usually replaced it suggestions for development. Even when
with less formal but more regular per- managers are happy with your perforMore and more employers are re- formance conversations. Other “add- mance they may have areas they would
thinking the traditional annual review. ons” of the traditional performance re- like you to improve or develop further.
If your review is coming up, book
If you have lived through it you’ve view include employee self-appraisal,
experienced some or all of the com- peer reviews, 360 degree reviews, up- a meeting time with your manager.
mon frustrations. Not all managers ward assessments, etc. All have merits Tell your manager your career aspirations and the areas you would like to
are created equal, not all are skilled at if properly implemented.
Regardless of the process an orga- gain more experience in. During the
providing constructive feedback and
review discussion, if your
motivation. Too often there
manager makes a general
are surprises. I’ve heard
Regardless of the process an
statement about you or
from employees that the
first they’ve heard of any organization uses, what an employee your performance, ask for
a specific example. Don’t
concerns was during their
needs to know is how to “manage” leave the discussion until
review.
Recent successes or slipher own review, take ownership of you fully understand the
key messages your manups tend to be the focus of
the process. Preparation is key.
ager is delivering and you
a review, rather than a summary of the entire year’s
Managers don’t necessarily have a have been able to convey
all of the highlights you
worth of results. Managers
complete view of one’s work.
wanted to cover.
across the organization don’t
Performance reviews are
always apply the rating system consistently. Thus, a halo effect can nization uses, what an employee needs a time for open, honest feedback and
occur where an employee’s strengths in to know is how to “manage” her own discussion between employee and
one area are generalized to their entire review, take ownership of the process. manager. Ultimately going through
performance. Conversely, someone who Preparation is key. Managers don’t the review process is a good learning
gets a negative appraisal in one specific necessarily have a complete view of opportunity, often for your manager
area may find it applied to his entire per- one’s work. Gather your evidence. as well as you.
Be proactive. Keep a journal to note
Nancy Clark, president and CEO
formance.
Performance reviews leave many em- accomplishments as they occur. At of Enavance Consulting Inc., is an HR
ployees with the feeling they’re on trial. review time you’ll have chapter and development professional who has been
through every mill from the explosive
But a review can make or break a career. verse to convey to your manager.
Ensure that you and your manager growth of JDS Uniphase in the late ‘90s
It should serve primarily as a point of
reference and contain a summary of the have the same understanding of your to a government agency in reorg mode,
past year’s accomplishments, next year’s goals. Once these are agreed upon, go with stops at Marconi, Iogen and other
goals and professional development and over them throughout the year, not just hot spots in between. She can be reached
training objectives. Traditionally, review the week before a review. It is quite at nancy_clark@primus.ca

On The Job

nuggets
$100-million deal

BSNL network expansion, which is
expected to be completed near the end
of 2008.

Nortel lands a deal worth more than
US$100 million with India’s largest
telecom services provider. The giant
network equipment maker reports it
has signed an agreement with state-run
Bharat Sanchar Nigam Ltd. (BSNL),
which has more than 20 million cellular
subscribers, to provide GSM cellphone
connectivity across southern India.
Nortel currently helps BSNL provide
mobile service to roughly seven million subscribers in the southern and
eastern parts of India. “India represents
an enormous opportunity for Nortel in
the carrier space, with its consistently
high growth rates and increasingly
mobile population,” says Nortel carrier
networks president Richard Lowe.
“We have redesigned our GSM portfolio with this kind of opportunity in
mind, making our solution much more
cost-competitive, without compromising the performance, capacity and coverage for which Nortel is renowned.”
Nortel has already begun work on the
 www.nationalcapitalscan.ca

TVN sale

International Datacasting Corporation’s satellite receivers are chosen
by Burbank, Calif.-based TVN Entertainment Corporation for its growing
video-on-demand business. The Ottawa
firm says that the world’s largest television on-demand company has placed an
initial order for IDC’s IP encapsulators
and SFX3100 satellite receivers because
of several advantages, including “seamless integration with TVN’s existing
encryption and Adoniss asset management system.” IDC is withholding financial terms of the deal for competitive
reasons. “It is exciting to be a part of
the growing IPTV and VOD markets,”
says Ron Clifton, president and CEO.
“As content becomes more ubiquitous
and delivered in more flexible, ondemand ways, our products continue
to be selected for the demanding and

April 2008

high-speed applications needed for consistent and reliable delivery of content.
We are extremely proud to be associated
with TVN and its prestigious roster of
clients.” TVN’s original on-demand
programming and networks are accessed by every major studio, network,
and telecommunications video provider
in North America, according to IDC.

More orders

The mapping division of OSI Geospatial Inc. secures new contracts worth
US$1.4million in total. “Our mapping
operations has closed on more than $4
million of business in the first quarter
of our fiscal year,” says OSI Geospatial
boss Ken Kirkpatrick. “We are very
pleased with our progress and we are
confident that we will continue to build
on this success.” The Ottawa-based company, which makes digital navigational
systems and land maps for government,
military and commercial customers, recently signed a $3-million deal with the
Saskatchewan government.

Spartan
Bioscience’s
DX analyzer

Hospitals help with analyzer
have them donated in return
Spartan Bioscience Inc. gives one of
its Spartan DNA analyzers to both the
Ottawa Hospital and CHEO. The
Spartan DX real-time polymerase chain
reaction DNA analyzer will help the
hospitals do critical DNA testing requiring immediate results, as in the case of
an outbreak of infectious disease, while
allowing the Ottawa-based company to
gather feedback from medical workers
for future product development. “As we
continue to develop this new market for
on-demand molecular diagnostics, it’s
very helpful to have the input and guidance from researchers in the field,” says
CEO and founder Dr. Paul Lem, who
notes that the Spartan DX was developed with assistance from the Ottawa
Hospital’s microbiology division and
CHEO clinical virologist Dr. Tim Karnauchow. “The attributes of the Spartan DX also make it a nice fit for institutions in resource-limited settings,” says
Dr. Karnauchow. “Our laboratory will

be collaborating with groups in underserviced areas to develop and help implement Spartan-based molecular tests
in their laboratories, in both research
and diagnostic contexts.” He notes that
Spartan Bioscience and CHEO worked
together to develop a test for a herpes
simplex virus and are about to wrap
up work on a test for enterovirus. The
DNX analyzer recently won the 2008
Frost & Sullivan Global Polymerase
Chain Reaction Product of the Year
Award. “The Spartan analyzer finds an
exclusive place in the molecular biology market as the need for small scale
DNA analysis is yet to be fulfilled,”
notes Frost & Sullivan research analyst
Arun Nirmal. “With strong qualitative
results, this portable DNA analyzer represents a major breakthrough in polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technology.” Launched in June 2007, the Spartan DX is the world’s first on-demand
DNA analyzer, according to Spartan.
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Fashion, grinders and black swans
a cool $5.7 billion from Mark Cuban,
who shrewdly converts
to cash immediately
upon sale, as do his
venture investors.
ANDREW WAITMAN
The venture capitalist makes money
because investor-herd enthusiasm and valuations surge through the
entire food chain, increasing the appensight often comes to those who tite of individual investors and instituidentify patterns in life. I will share tions for IPOs and of large corporate
with you a venture capital success buyers for M&A. This phenomenon
pattern that I’ve observed. Venture in- was abundantly evident during the
vestors make money from three types telecom and dot com bubble, driving
of outcomes: fashion, grinders and both large-company boards and manblack swans.
agement to pay exorbitant prices for
Fashion outcomes are most com- concept companies that in many cases
mon but, like necklines, are constantly evaporated. Nortel’s numerous failed
changing. They occur when a herd- takeovers following its only sucmentality takes hold in new and of- cessful acquisition, of Celtic House
ten over-hyped market areas such as backed Cambrian Systems in 1998,
telecom, Internet (dot com) and, most is a vivid example of that period’s exrecently, web 2.0 and clean tech. The cess. Many venture capitalists became
dynamics of fashion attract many char- heroes of their portfolio with Nortel’s
acters and start-ups, some good, many and other large acquirers’ “what-wereless so. It is a particularly fertile time they-thinking” acquisition binge.
for charlatans and promoters to assemLike a supernova’s spewing new ceble obscure academics who have been lestial bodies, fashion frenzies sometoiling away in arcane, intellectually times spawn new and valuable black
stimulating but commercially imprac- swans (For a description, see The
tical areas that have suddenly become Black Swan: The Impact of the Highly
fashionable.
Improbable by Nassim Nicholas TaWith a willing suspension of reason- leb). Black swans are the Googles and
able due diligence and gobs of gull- PayPals of the start-up world and,
ibility, many investors pursue ideas more recently, Skype, YouTube and
and businesses that during the fashion Facebook. Black swans are the powcycle seem amazing, popular and im- er-law, winner-take-all super start-ups;
portant. Following the bubble’s inevi- king makers of the venture midas list.
table implosion these ventures appear They rapidly create massive sustaindubious at best and ridiculous much able new giants and in doing so, creof the time. Savvy VCs reap rapid and ate extraordinary returns for investors.
significant returns during these peri- They are rare and random and there is
ods. Investors pour in money during no investment strategy that unequivothe hype/fashion cycle and many start- cally optimizes their creation because
ups are taken public relatively quickly of the uncertain and unforeseeable
or purchased by acquirers caught up in conditions necessary to produce them.
the mania. Think Internet bubble and Complexity complicates causality.
the auspicious date of April 1, 1999,
The final way venture capitalists
Yahoo! purchases Broadcast.Com for make money is the least glamorous,

Money Talks

I

most difficult and time-consuming, tives. It is rarely easy because there is if our area of investment focus gets
and yet the most important, as it can no overriding fashion trend convinc- fashionable because this improves
be studied and optimized. I charac- ing investors, customers and execu- the odds of a black swan. Often we
terize it as the grinder way. It is the tives to ignore their normal risk aver- jump ship into fashion trends under
patient, persistent building
the rationale of “a change
of real new companies in
Deep down when we stare into the of strategy,” though this
important, sometimes unin itself is fraught with
daunting reality of what we do, we its own risks and dangers.
fashionable, market spaces,
grinding away every day at
However, deep down
realize that the venture business is
the wall of skepticism, obwhen we stare into the
scurity, and conventional- really a business of grinding. Building daunting reality of what
ism. These start-ups create
businesses from scratch where once we do, we realize that the
value by relentlessly fightventure business is really
there was nothing at all is not easy, a business of grinding.
ing against the inertia of
people’s resistance to new but it is rewarding if done well. And we Building businesses from
ideas and apathy toward
where once there
never stop dreaming of black swans. scratch
changing how they curwas nothing at all is not
rently think or do things...
easy, but it is rewarding if
people naturally minimize effort.
sion and jump on-board. It is a daily done well and we never stop dreamThese start-ups are building val- grind to win credibility with investors, ing. Next column I will discuss some
ue one customer at a time trying to customers and executives – all neces- of the challenges of engaging US
achieve the elusive goal of $100 mil- sary to attain the ultimate goal, which venture investors.
lion in revenue in under 10 years. is to build a real, sustainable and subAndrew Waitman is managing partThese grinders fight for attention from stantial new business.
ner of Celtic House Venture Partners,
investors, interest from customers and
We venture capitalists dream specializing in early stage investments
participation from experienced execu- about black swans, and are thrilled in high technology companies.

Local exec is named
trailblazer of year
Julia Elvidge, president of Ottawa-based Chipworks Inc., is
named “Trailblazer of the Year”
at the CWC 2008 Annual Awards

Chipworks CEO Julia Elvidge

Gala at the Ottawa Congress Centre.
“A trailblazer in every sense of the
word, Julia Elvidge has truly paved
the way for other women to advance
and demonstrate their capabilities as
leaders,” notes Canadian Women
in Communications (CWC). As
president of Chipworks Inc., which
provides reverse engineering of
semiconductors and microelectronic
devices, Ms. Elvidge has been instrumental in growing Chipworks
from a one-person consulting firm
to a global company with more than
120 employees. A member of the
Information Technology Association of Canada (ITAC) board of directors, she has championed gender
and cultural diversity throughout the
information and communications
technology industry.

We see the shape of industries to come.
What do you see? Ontario’s manufacturing sector is an economic powerhouse, fueled by innovation and
raw talent. At Ontario Centres of Excellence, we’ve been refining both of those essential elements for 20 years.
OCE is a vital partner in the research to commercialization process in five key market sectors: materials
and manufacturing, communications and information technology, earth and environmental technologies,
energy, and photonics. In addition to the guidance, connections and seed funding we provide, our talent
programs nurture the bold new minds that are powering Ontario’s future. See the results at oce-ontario.org.
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University of Ottawa

Graduate Studies in Engineering
and Computer Science

It starts
here.

Generous financial support in all master’s and PhD programs:
Biomedical Engineering • Chemical Engineering • Civil Engineering
Computer Science • Electrical Engineering • Engineering Management
Environmental Engineering • Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Software Engineering • Systems Science

Certificates offered:
E-Business • E-Commerce • Information Technology and Project
Management • Internet Technologies • Modelling and Animation
for Computer Games Technology

Come work in the nation’s capital with some
of Canada’s top engineers and computer scientists.

The University of Ottawa is ranked among Canada’s
top five research-intensive universities.

www.engineering.uOttawa.ca
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